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ED5 - CHAMBERS JAMARI
The brutally graphic memoirs of one of America's most notorious and urepentant murderers who
killed 21 people and committed thousands of burglaries and numerous acts of vioence and sexual
abuse. Born in 1891 in Minnesota, he died on the gallows in 1930 after having spent a large portion
of his life within the penitentiary system. Includes 22 b/w illustrations. 'I enjoyed the real hell out of
it. Panzram is one of those people who doesn't exist in your mind until you come across him in life or
as here, in a book, and then he never leaves you' -Norman Mailer
Reveals the US military’s “don’t ask, don’t tell” approach to extremists in its ranks. Since the launch
of the Afghanistan and Iraq wars—now the longest wars in American history—the US military has
struggled to recruit troops. It has responded, as Matt Kennard’s explosive investigative report makes
clear, by opening its doors to neo-Nazis, white supremacists, gang members, criminals of all stripes,
the overweight, and the mentally ill. Based on several years of reporting, Irregular Army includes extensive interviews with extremist veterans and leaders of far-right hate groups—who spoke openly
of their eagerness to have their followers acquire military training for a coming domestic race war.
As a report commissioned by the Department of Defense itself put it, “Eﬀectively, the military has a
‘don’t ask, don’t tell’ policy pertaining to extremism.” Irregular Army connects some of the War on
Terror’s worst crimes to this opening-up of the US military. With millions of veterans now back in the
US and domestic extremism on the rise, Kennard’s book is a stark warning about potential dangers
facing Americans—from their own soldiers.
A fascinating journey through the Rockies’ unruly past—with maps, photos, and more.
In July 1863 New York City experienced widespread rioting unparalleled in the history of the nation.
Here for the ﬁrst time is a scholarly analysis of the Draft Riots, dealing with motives and with the reasons for the recurring civil disorders in nineteenth-century New York: the appalling living conditions,
the corruption of the civic government, and the geographical and economic factors that led up to the
social upheaval.
"A balanced critique of the justice system."—Steven Carter, former Indiana attorney generalDemystifying the powerful role of public prosecutors in the United States, John Suthers draws on more than
thirty years’ experience as a prosecutor in his exploration of this public oﬃce, even tackling some
controversial calls for reform.
A sharp and arresting people's-eye view of real life in Afghanistan after the Taliban Soon after the
bombing of Kabul ceased, award-winning journalist and women's rights activist Ann Jones set out for
the shattered city, determined to bring help where her country had brought destruction. Here is her
trenchant report from inside a city struggling to rise from the ruins. Working among the multitude of
impoverished war widows, retraining Kabul's long-silenced English teachers, and investigating the city's prison for women, Jones enters a large community of female outcasts: runaway child brides, pariah prostitutes, cast-oﬀ wives, victims of rape. In the streets and markets, she hears the Afghan view
of the supposed beneﬁts brought by the fall of the Taliban, and learns that regarding women as less
than human is the norm, not the aberration of one conspicuously repressive regime. Jones confronts
the ways in which Afghan education, culture, and politics have repeatedly been hijacked—by Communists, Islamic fundamentalists, and the Western free marketeers—always with disastrous results.
And she reveals, through small events, the big disjunctions: between U.S promises and performance,
between the new "democracy" and the still-entrenched warlords, between what's boasted of and
what is. At once angry, profound, and starkly beautiful, Kabul in Winter brings alive the people and
day-to-day life of a place whose future depends so much upon our own.
Helping Soldiers Heal tells the story of the US Army's transformation from a disparate collection of
poorly standardized, largely disconnected clinics into one of the nation's leading mental health care
systems. It is a step-by-step guidebook for military and civilian health care systems alike. Jayakanth
Srinivasan and Christopher Ivany provide a unique insider-outsider perspective as key participants in
the process, sharing how they confronted the challenges ﬁrsthand and helped craft and guide the unfolding change. The Army's system was being overwhelmed with mental health problems among
soldiers and their family members, impeding combat readiness. The key to the transformation was
to apply the tenets of "learning" health care systems. Building a learning health care system is hard;
building a learning mental health care system is even harder. As Helping Soldiers Heal recounts, the
Army overcame the barriers to success, and its experience is full of lessons for any health care system seeking to transform.
Called “the best kind of nonﬁction” by Michael Connelly, this riveting new book combines true crime,
brain science, and courtroom drama. In 1991, the police were called to East 72nd St. in Manhattan,
where a woman's body had fallen from a twelfth-story window. The woman’s husband, Herbert Weinstein, soon confessed to having hit and strangled his wife after an argument, then dropping her body
out of their apartment window to make it look like a suicide. The 65-year-old Weinstein, a quiet,
unassuming retired advertising executive, had no criminal record, no history of violent behavior—not
even a short temper. How, then, to explain this horriﬁc act? Journalist Kevin Davis uses the perplexing story of the Weinstein murder to present a riveting, deeply researched exploration of the intersection of neuroscience and criminal justice. Shortly after Weinstein was arrested, an MRI revealed a
cyst the size of an orange on his brain’s frontal lobe, the part of the brain that governs judgment and
impulse control. Weinstein’s lawyer seized on that discovery, arguing that the cyst had impaired
Weinstein’s judgment and that he should not be held criminally responsible for the murder. It was
the ﬁrst case in the United States in which a judge allowed a scan showing a defendant’s brain activity to be admitted as evidence to support a claim of innocence. The Weinstein case marked the dawn
of a new era in America's courtrooms, raising complex and often troubling questions about how we
deﬁne responsibility and free will, how we view the purpose of punishment, and how strongly we are
willing to bring scientiﬁc evidence to bear on moral questions. Davis brings to light not only the intricacies of the Weinstein case but also the broader history linking brain injuries and aberrant behavior, from the bizarre stories of Phineas Gage and Charles Whitman, perpetrator of the 1966
Texas Tower massacre, to the role that brain damage may play in violence carried out by football
players and troubled veterans of America’s twenty-ﬁrst century wars. The Weinstein case opened
the door for a novel defense that continues to transform the legal system: Criminal lawyers are increasingly turning to neuroscience and introducing the eﬀects of brain injuries—whether caused by
trauma or by tumors, cancer, or drug or alcohol abuse—and arguing that such damage should be
considered in determining guilt or innocence, the death penalty or years behind bars. As he takes
stock of the past, present and future of neuroscience in the courts, Davis oﬀers a powerful account
of its potential and its hazards. Thought-provoking and brilliantly crafted, The Brain Defense marries

a murder mystery complete with colorful characters and courtroom drama with a sophisticated discussion of how our legal system has changed—and must continue to change—as we broaden our understanding of the human mind.
Selected by the Modern Library as one of the 100 best nonﬁction books of all time From the Modern
Library’s new set of beautifully repackaged hardcover classics by Truman Capote—also available are
Breakfast at Tiﬀany’s and Other Voices, Other Rooms (in one volume), Portraits and Observations,
and The Complete Stories Truman Capote’s masterpiece, In Cold Blood, created a sensation when it
was ﬁrst published, serially, in The New Yorker in 1965. The intensively researched, atmospheric narrative of the lives of the Clutter family of Holcomb, Kansas, and of the two men, Richard Eugene Hickock and Perry Edward Smith, who brutally killed them on the night of November 15, 1959, is the seminal work of the “new journalism.” Perry Smith is one of the great dark characters of American literature, full of contradictory emotions. “I thought he was a very nice gentleman,” he says of Herb Clutter. “Soft-spoken. I thought so right up to the moment I cut his throat.” Told in chapters that alternate between the Clutter household and the approach of Smith and Hickock in their black Chevrolet,
then between the investigation of the case and the killers’ ﬂight, Capote’s account is so detailed that
the reader comes to feel almost like a participant in the events.
CMH 30-15. Army Historical Series. 2nd of three planned volumes on the history of Army domestic
support operations. This volume encompasses the period of the rise of industrial America with attendant social dislocation and strife. Major themes are: the evolution of the Army's role in domestic support operations; its strict adherence to law; and the disciplined manner in which it conducted these
diﬃcult and often unpopular operations.
A compelling case can be made that violent crime, especially after the 1960s, was one of the most
signiﬁcant domestic issues in the United States. Indeed, few issues had as profound an eﬀect on
American life in the last third of the twentieth century. After 1965, crime rose to such levels that it
frightened virtually all Americans and prompted signiﬁcant alterations in everyday behaviors and
even lifestyles. The risk of being mugged was a concern when Americans chose places to live and
schools for their children, selected commuter routes to work, and planned their leisure activities. In
some locales, people were afraid to leave their dwellings at any time, day or night, even to go to the
market. In the worst of the post-1960s crime wave, Americans spent part of each day literally looking back over their shoulders. The Rise and Fall of Violent Crime in America is the ﬁrst book to comprehensively examine this important phenomenon over the entire postwar era. It combines a social
history of the United States with the insights of criminology and examines the relationship between
rising and falling crime and such historical developments as the postwar economic boom, suburbanization and the rise of the middle class, baby booms and busts, war and antiwar protest, the urbanization of minorities, and more.
When soldiers at Fort Carson were charged with a series of 14 murders, PTSD and other "invisible
wounds of war" were thrown into the national spotlight. With these events as their starting point,
Jean Scandlyn and Sarah Hautzinger argue for a new approach to combat stress and trauma, seeing
them not just as individual medical pathologies but as fundamentally collective cultural phenomena.
Their deep ethnographic research, including unusual access to aﬀected soldiers at Fort Carson, also
engaged an extended labyrinth of friends, family, communities, military culture, social services, bureaucracies, the media, and many other layers of society. Through this profound and moving book,
they insist that invisible combat injuries are a social challenge demanding collective reconciliation
with the post-9/11 wars.
Using contemporary leadership theory to cast a critical light on an array of mutinies throughout history, this book considers the organizational nature of mutinies, explores the contexts in which they
can be encouraged or discouraged, and ultimately shows how mutiny can be considered as a permanent possibility.
“Unsparing, scathingly direct, and gut-wrenching . . . the war Washington doesn’t want you to see”
(Andrew J. Bacevich, New York Times–bestselling author of Washington Rules) This “uncompromisingly visceral” account (Mother Jones) of what combat does to American soldiers comes from a veteran
journalist who was embedded with troops in Afghanistan and reveals the harrowing journeys of the
wounded, from the battleﬁeld to back home. Along the way, the author of the acclaimed Kabul in
Winter shows us the dead, wounded, mutilated, brain-damaged, drug-addicted, suicidal, and homicidal casualties of our distant wars, exploring the devastating toll such conﬂicts have taken on us as a
nation. “An indispensable book about America’s current wars and the multiple ways they continue to
wound not only the soldiers but their families and indeed the country itself. Jones writes with passion
and clarity about the tragedies other reporters avoid and evade.” —Marilyn Young, editor of Iraq and
the Lessons of Vietnam
Forgotten California Murders 1915 to 1968 chronicles homicides that happened so long ago they
have been forgotten even by the families of the killers and the victims. Their crimes are no less
shocking than the murders that have had books and ﬁlms made about them.
"Time travel, UFOs, mysterious planets, stigmata, rock-throwing poltergeists, huge footprints,
bizarre rains of ﬁsh and frogs-nearly a century after Charles Fort's Book of the Damned was originally published, the strange phenomenon presented in this book remains largely unexplained by modern science. Through painstaking research and a witty, sarcastic style, Fort captures the imagination
while exposing the ﬂaws of popular scientiﬁc explanations. Virtually all of his material was compiled
and documented from reports published in reputable journals, newspapers and periodicals because
he was an avid collector. Charles Fort was somewhat of a recluse who spent most of his spare time
researching these strange events and collected these reports from publications sent to him from
around the globe. This was the ﬁrst of a series of books he created on unusual and unexplained
events and to this day it remains the most popular. If you agree that truth is often stranger than ﬁction, then this book is for you"--Taken from Good Reads website.
The unforgettable story of a military family that lost two sons—one to suicide and one in combat—and channeled their grief into ﬁghting the armed forces’ suicide epidemic. Major General Mark Graham was a decorated two-star oﬃcer whose integrity and patriotism inspired his sons, Jeﬀ and
Kevin, to pursue military careers of their own. His wife Carol was a teacher who held the family together while Mark's career took them to bases around the world. When Kevin and Jeﬀ die within nine
months of each other—Kevin commits suicide and Jeﬀ is killed by a roadside bomb in Iraq—Mark and
Carol are astonished by the drastically diﬀerent responses their sons’ deaths receive from the Army.
While Jeﬀ is lauded as a hero, Kevin’s death is met with silence, evidence of the terrible stigma that
surrounds suicide and mental illness in the military. Convinced that their sons died ﬁghting diﬀerent
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battles, Mark and Carol commit themselves to transforming the institution that is the cornerstone of
their lives. The Invisible Front is the story of how one family tries to set aside their grief and ﬁnd purpose in almost unimaginable loss. The Grahams work to change how the Army treats those with
PTSD and to erase the stigma that prevents suicidal troops from getting the help they need before
making the darkest of choices. Their ﬁght oﬀers a window into the military’s institutional shortcomings and its resistance to change – failures that have allowed more than 3,000 troops to take their
own lives since 2001. Yochi Dreazen, an award-winning journalist who has covered the military since
2003, has been granted remarkable access to the Graham family and tells their story in the full context of two of America’s longest wars. Dreazen places Mark and Carol’s personal journey, which begins when they fall in love in college and continues through the end of Mark's thirty-four year career
in the Army, against the backdrop of the military’s ongoing suicide spike, which shows no signs of
slowing. With great sympathy and profound insight, The Invisible Front details America's problematic
treatment of the troops who return from war far diﬀerent than when they'd left and uses the Graham
family’s work as a new way of understanding the human cost of war and its lingering eﬀects oﬀ the
battleﬁeld.
Sometimes called "The Chivington Massacre" by those who would emphasize his responsibility for
the attack and "The Battle of Sand Creek" by those who would imply that it was not a massacre, this
event has become one of our nation’s most controversial Indian conﬂicts. The subject of army and
Congressional investigations and inquiries, a matter of vigorous newspaper debates, the object of
much oratory and writing biased in both directions, the Sand Creek Massacre very likely will never
be completely and satisfactorily resolved. This account of the massacre investigates the historical
events leading to the battle, tracing the growth of the Indian-white conﬂict in Colorado Territory. The
author has shown the way in which the discontent stemming from the treaty of Fort Wise, the depredations committed by the Cheyennes and Arapahoes prior to the massacre, and the desire of some
of the commanding oﬃcers for a bloody victory against the Indians laid the groundwork for the battle at Sand Creek.
A Study of Active Shooter Incidents in the United States Between 2000 and 2013 In 2013, the president signed into law the Investigative Assistance for Violent Crimes Act of 2012, which granted the
attorney general the authority to assist in the investigation of "violent acts and shootings occurring
in a place of public use" and in the investigation of "mass killings and attempted mass killings at the
request of an appropriate law enforcement oﬃcial of a state or political subdivision." To provide further clarity on these threats, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) in 2014 initiated a study of "active shooter" incidents. The goal of the FBI study is to provide federal, state, and local law enforcement with data so they can better understand how to prevent, prepare for, respond to, and recover
from these incidents.
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York Herald Tribune and
quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers across the country. With awardwinning writing and photography covering everything from politics and food to theater and fashion,
the magazine's consistent mission has been to reﬂect back to its audience the energy and excitement of the city itself, while celebrating New York as both a place and an idea.

shock" to "battle fatigue" to "combat stress injuries"—Philipps shows that this problem has always
existed and that, as the nature of warfare changes, it is only getting worse. In highlighting the inspiring stories of the resilient men and women in the armed forces who have the courage to confront
the issue and oﬀer a potential lifeline to the soldiers, Lethal Warriors challenges us to deal openly,
honestly, and intelligently with the true costs of war.
The 4th volume of this comprehensive work features hundreds of serial killers from Sacramento to
Soviet Russia—plus numerous unsolved cases. The World Encyclopedia of Serial Killers is the most
complete reference guide on the subject, featuring more than 1,600 entries about the lives and
crimes of serial killers from around the world. Deﬁned by the FBI as a person who murders three or
more people with a hiatus of weeks or months between murders, the serial killer has presented
unique and terrifying challenges to have walked among us since the dawn of time—a fact this extensive record makes chillingly clear. The series concludes with Volume Four, T-Z. Entries include the
Terminator Anatoly Yuriyovych Onoprienko; Trailside Killer David Joseph Carpenter; Vampire of Sacramento Richard Trenton Chase; and the Voroshilovgrad Maniac Zaven Almazyan; plus the unsolved
cases of the Adelaide Child Murders; the Axeman of New Orleans; the Chillicothe Killer; the Dead Women of Juarez; the Korea Frog Boy Murders; and the Volga Maniac.
The 1991 abduction and murder of thirteen-year-old Heather Dawn Church baﬄed police for three
agonizing years, and became one of the most infamous murders the quiet and scenic city of Colorado Springs had ever seen. It was legendary homicide detective Lou Smit who ﬁnally broke the case,
sending Robert Charles Browne, a forty-three-year-old Louisiana drifter and career criminal, to prison
for life. But the savage saga of Robert Browne did not end there. In 2000, Smit, now retired, joined
forces with Charlie Hess, an ex-FBI agent and former CIA operative, to reexamine the cold-case murder ﬁles of the local Sheriﬀ's Department. With the addition of amateur forensics buﬀ Scott Fischer,
the Apple Dumpling Gang was born. As their volunteer work continued, Smit, Hess, and Fischer
came upon a taunting letter written by Browne, hinting that the death of Heather Church was only
the tip of the iceberg. What other law enforcement oﬃcials had simply ignored, the Apple Dumpling
Gang took on with single-minded determination. Charlie Hess began a correspondence with Browne
in which, over the course of dozens of letters, the killer teasingly spun out the details of a horriﬁc
killing spree spread over thirty years and nine states. The tally, according to Browne: forty-nine
deaths, making him one of the most proliﬁc serial murderers in the annals of American crime. Hess's
unique insight into criminal psychology, honed over his years developing informants and working as
a polygraph operator, made him uniquely suited to match wits with the cagey and canny killer. But
Browne was every bit the retired cop's equal: quickwitted, mercurial, and charismatic, with a
penchant for riddles and a lifetime full of grisly secrets. A riveting account of the complex and
chilling cat-and-mouse game Hess and Browne played over ﬁve years, Hello Charlie details Browne's
bloody swath of murder -- by strangulation, poisoning, and dismemberment -- even as it explores
the special bond forged between the cop and the killer, allowing Hess unprecedented access into the
mind of a remorseless psychopath. As compulsively readable as any crime novel, Hello Charlie picks
up where The Silence of the Lambs left oﬀ, with the incredible true story of one man's search for justice with a murderer as his guide.

This interdisciplinary Handbook oﬀers a comprehensive and detailed overview of the relationship between gender and war, exploring the conduct of war, its impact, aftermath and opposition to it. Oﬀering sophisticated theoretical insights and empirical research from the First World War to contemporary conﬂicts around the world, this Handbook underscores the centrality of gender to critical examinations of war.
A historical epic based on the story of one of America's ﬁrst serial killers and foreign terrorists reimagines the murder spree of fanatical gunman Felipe Espinosa against a backdrop of the Civil War.
Robert Graysmith's New York Times bestselling account of the desperate hunt for a serial killer and
his own investigation of California's unsolved Zodiac murders. A sexual sadist, the Zodiac killer took
pleasure in torture and murder. His ﬁrst victims were a teenage couple, stalked and shot dead in a
lovers' lane. After another slaying, he sent his ﬁrst mocking note to authorities, promising he would
kill more. The oﬃcial tally of his victims was six. He claimed thirty-seven dead. The real toll may
have reached ﬁfty. Robert Graysmith was on staﬀ at the San Francisco Chronicle in 1969 when Zodiac ﬁrst struck, triggering in the resolute reporter an unrelenting obsession with seeing the hooded
killer brought to justice. In this gripping account of Zodiac's eleven-month reign of terror, Graysmith
reveals hundreds of facts previously unreleased, including the complete text of the killer's letters.
Stunning natural wonders and bustling cities make Colorado's Front Range one of the country's best
places to live, but its rowdy past left some residents unable to quit the state--even in death. Outside
Fort Collins, many a startled visitor spies grisly shadows hanging from the notorious Hell Tree. A reputed murderer stalks the Greeley Courthouse near where he was lynched for his alleged crimes.
The disembodied heads of two vengeful banditos ﬂoat through the basement of the Capitol Building
in Denver. And the Broadmoor Hotel of Colorado Springs plays nightly host to a mysterious phantom
lady. Author Cindy Brick reveals these and more gripping tales of the Front Range's spectral history.

Season of Terror is the ﬁrst book-length treatment of the little-known true story of the Espinosas—serial murderers with a mission to kill every Anglo in Civil War–era Colorado Territory—and the men
that brought them down. For eight months during the spring and fall of 1863, brothers Felipe Nerio
and José Vivián Espinosa and their young nephew, José Vincente, New Mexico–born Hispanos, killed
and mutilated an estimated thirty-two victims before their rampage came to a bloody end. Their motives were obscure, although they were members of the Penitentes, a lay Catholic brotherhood devoted to self-torture in emulation of the suﬀerings of Christ, and some suppose they believed themselves inspired by the Virgin Mary to commit their slaughters. Until now, the story of their rampage
has been recounted as lurid melodrama or ignored by academic historians. Featuring a fascinating
array of frontier characters, Season of Terror exposes this neglected truth about Colorado’s past and
examines the ethnic, religious, political, military, and moral complexity of the controversy that began as a regional incident but eventually demanded the attention of President Lincoln.
From the renowned authority on domestic violence, a startlingly original inquiry into the aftermath
of wars and their impact on the least visible victims: women In 2007, the International Rescue Committee, which brings relief to countries in the wake of war, wanted to understand what really happened to women in war zones. Answers came through the point and click of a digital camera. On behalf of the IRC, Ann Jones spent two years traveling through Africa, East Asia, and the Middle East,
giving cameras to women who had no other means of telling the world what war had done to their
lives. The photography project—which moved from Liberia to Syria and points in between—quickly
broadened to encompass the full consequences of modern warfare for the most vulnerable. Even after the deﬁnitive moments of military victory, women and children remain blighted by injury and displacement and are the most aﬀected by the destruction of communities and social institutions. And
along with peace often comes worsening violence against women, both domestic and sexual. Dramatic and compelling, animated by the voices of brave and resourceful women, War Is Not Over
When It's Over shines a powerful light on a phenomenon that has long been cast in shadow.
Since the launch of the Afghanistan and Iraq wars—now the longest wars in American history—the
US military has struggled to recruit troops. It has responded, as Matt Kennard’s explosive investigative report makes clear, by opening its doors to neo-Nazis, white supremacists, gang members, criminals of all stripes, the overweight, and the mentally ill. Based on several years of reporting, Irregular
Army includes extensive interviews with extremist veterans and leaders of far-right hate groups—who spoke openly of their eagerness to have their followers acquire military training for a coming
domestic race war. As a report commissioned by the Department of Defense itself put it, “Eﬀectively, the military has a ‘don’t ask, don’t tell’ policy pertaining to extremism.” Irregular Army connects
some of the War on Terror’s worst crimes to this opening-up of the US military. With millions of veterans now back in the US and domestic extremism on the rise, Kennard’s book is a stark warning
about potential dangers facing Americans—from their own soldiers.
America's ﬁrst and most notorious serial killer and his diabolical killing spree during the 1893
World's Fair in Chicago, now updated with a new afterword discussing Holmes' exhumation on American Ripper. H. H. Holmes: The True History of the White City Devil is the ﬁrst truly comprehensive
book examining the life and career of a murderer who has become one of America’s great supervillains. It reveals not only the true story but how the legend evolved, taking advantage of hundreds of
primary sources that have never been examined before, including legal documents, letters, articles,
and records that have been buried in archives for more than a century. Though Holmes has become
just as famous now as he was in 1895, a deep analysis of contemporary materials makes very clear
how much of the story as we know came from reporters who were nowhere near the action, a dangerously unqualiﬁed new police chief, and, not least, lies invented by Holmes himself. Selzer has unearthed tons of stunning new data about Holmes, weaving together turn-of-the-century America, the
killer’s background, and the wild cast of characters who circulated in and about the famous “castle”
building. This book will be the ﬁrst truly accurate account of what really happened in Holmes’s castle
of horror, and now includes an afterword detailing the author's participation in Holmes' exhumation
on the TV series, American Ripper. Exhaustively researched and painstakingly brought to life, H. H.
Holmes will be an invaluable companion to the upcoming Martin Scorsese and Leonardo DiCaprio

Vietnam still haunts the American conscience. Not only did nearly 58,000 Americans die there, but--by some estimates--1.5 million veterans returned with war-induced Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder
(PTSD). This psychological syndrome, responsible for anxiety, depression, and a wide array of social
pathologies, has never before been placed in historical context. Eric Dean does just that as he relates the psychological problems of veterans of the Vietnam War to the mental and readjustment
problems experienced by veterans of the Civil War. Employing a multidisciplinary approach that
merges military, medical, and social history, Dean draws on individual case analyses and quantitative methods to trace the reactions of Civil War veterans to combat and death. He seeks to determine whether exuberant parades in the North and sectional adulation in the South helped to wash
away memories of violence for the Civil War veteran. His extensive study reveals that Civil War veterans experienced severe persistent psychological problems such as depression, anxiety, and ﬂashbacks with resulting behaviors such as suicide, alcoholism, and domestic violence. By comparing Civil War and Vietnam veterans, Dean demonstrates that Vietnam vets did not suﬀer exceptionally in
the number and degree of their psychiatric illnesses. The politics and culture of the times, Dean
argues, were responsible for the claims of singularity for the suﬀering Vietnam veterans as well as
for the development of the modern concept of PTSD. This remarkable and moving book uncovers a
hidden chapter of Civil War history and gives new meaning to the Vietnam War.
When the 506th Infantry Regiment—known since World War II as the Band of Brothers—returned to
Colorado Springs after their ﬁrst tour in Iraq, a series of brutal crimes swept through the city. The
Band of Brothers had been deployed to the most violent places in Iraq, and some of the soldiers
were suﬀering from what they had seen and done in combat. Without much time to recover, they
were sent back to the front lines. After their second tour of duty, the battalion was renamed the
Lethal Warriors, and, true to their name, the soldiers once again brought the violence home. Lethal
Warriors brings to life the chilling true stories of these veterans—from their enlistment and multiple
tours of duty to their struggles with ptsd and their failure to reintegrate in society. With piercing insight and employing his relentless investigative skills, journalist David Philipps shines a light not only
to this particular unit, but also to the painful reality of ptsd as it rages throughout the country. By exploring the evolving the science and the stigma of war trauma throughout history—from "shell
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movie about Holmes’s murder spree based on Erik Larson’s The Devil in the White City.
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1700s for toughening up frontiersmen and making them quick to go to arms. It is a book on the subject of feudal wars with facts and exemplary descriptions.
This illustrated book that includes tables, charts, and maps primarily discusses the role of USAREUR
(US Army Europe) in rearming and training the new German Army which was perhaps the Army's single greatest contribution toward maintaining security in Western Europe. Likewise, the relationship
between American soldiers and their French and West German hosts evolved over time and is a critical element in telling the story of the US Army in Europe.
A reporter’s ﬁrsthand, close-up-and-personal look at the impact of our recent wars on America’s unlucky soldiers.

In this ambitious follow-up to Achilles in Vietnam, Dr. Jonathan Shay uses the Odyssey, the story of a
soldier's homecoming, to illuminate the pitfalls that trap many veterans on the road back to civilian
life. Seamlessly combining important psychological work and brilliant literary interpretation with an
impassioned plea to renovate American military institutions, Shay deepens our understanding of
both the combat veteran's experience and one of the world's greatest classics.
"Kentucky's Famous Feuds and Tragedies: Authentic History of the World Renowned Vendettas of
the Dark and Bloody Ground," is an historical book by Charles Gustavus Mutzenberg. The author begins his retelling of feud stories by giving credit to the "culture of ﬁghting the Indians" in the late
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